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1. IntroDuCtIon 

in its report on the origin of the financial crisis, the “presi-

dent’s Working group on financial markets,” which was 

charged with investigating the financial crisis, came to 

the conclusion that the crisis was made possible due to a 

relaxation of credit issuing standards with regard to sub-

prime mortgages and by mistakes relating to their evalua-

tion and securitization processes. 

furthermore, weaknesses in the risk management proce-

dures of financial institutions and state monitoring agencies 

contributed to a general “erosion of discipline” affecting  

the issuance of securities. however, when the underwriters, 

whose representatives include the us treasury Department, 

the federal reserve, the stock exchange watchdog u.s. 

securities exchange commission (sec) and the commodity 

futures trading commission, attribute the cause of the 

financial crisis to the inadequate regulatory frameworks 

governing financial markets, their causal analysis falls short. 

Building upon previous research of hoffmann and schnabl, 

goldschmidt and köhler1 this paper combines international 
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crisis analysis from an overinvestment view and the analysis of constitu-

tional frameworks to deal with the problems we are currently facing.

there is broad consensus that two conditions must be fulfilled for the 

build-up of a speculative overinvestment bubble: first, liquidity must be 

available to feed such speculation; second, investors must be able to 

expect high – i.e. above-average – returns in a specific market.2

in keeping with these criteria, the first part of this article will account  

for the origin of the financial crisis as a consequence of stimulation via 

monetary policy (liquidity) and misleading institutional incentives (posi-

tive expectations). the development of monetary policy in the united 

states since 2000 and its contribution to creating the real-estate bubble 

will also be taken into consideration.

in the second part, the international conversion to accommodative mon-

etary policy and its effects on capital markets will be analyzed. next, the 

events of the financial crisis will be briefly summarizedt. finally, the state 

responses to the crisis will be described and critically examined with 

regard to their external effects and their implications for moral hazard 

behavior. 

the third section explores alternative principles for monetary policy in 

order that may help containing future speculation by modifying monetary 

policy strategies. in addition, another part will examine the reorganiza-

tion of the monetary regime from a constitutional perspective. a brief 

summary follows in conclusion. 

2.  CAuSES oF thE SPECuLAtIon bubbLE In thE unItED 

StAtES 

the first part of this section will examine the development of monetary 

policy in the united states since the turn of the millennium. in this con-

nection, the turn to accommodative monetary policy will be discussed, 

tracing the thesis of a paradigm change in the scholarly discourse in 

monetary policy. the effects of excess availability of liquidity on the us 

real-estate market will also be described. 
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2.1 uS monetary Policy since the turn of the millennium 

after the internet bubble burst in 2000/2001, federal reserve policy 

aimed at avoiding a recession that threatened the us real economy. to 

achieve this, the american central bank increased liquidity availability  

via drastic interest cuts and reduced the fed funds rate to one per cent 

within a matter of months. as a result, banks acquired more liquidity 

from the central bank and expanded lending. this resulted in monetary 

expansion at a rate of 10 per cent annually (on average) from 2001 to 

2004.3 

according to “quantity theory of money”, such a development in the 

money supply will either have an effect on the growth of the gross 

domestic product or on consumer price inflation, provided money de-

mand remains stable. yet both growth and consumer price inflation 

remained moderate at about three per cent and two to three per cent, 

respectively. accordingly, money demand increased at the low interest 

rates. the increasing money demand was accompanied by an expansion 

of available money. since no increased inflation pressure was discernible, 

the federal reserve kept the interest rate low to support growth and 

reduce the risk of a recession. 

in keeping with the so-called Jackson hole consensus, us central bank-

ers and leading academics4 view speculative bubbles in financial markets 

as acceptable in order to stimulate economic activity. the Jackson hole 

consensus was that bubbles should not be burst because they are dif-

ficult to identify as such and moreover, bursting bubbles could endanger 

the entire economy. When a bubble does burst, the fed is supposed to 

intervene and recapitalize financial intermediaries, if applicable.5 

this monetary policy had far-reaching consequences. although the 

development of money supply did not fuel consumer price inflation, 

assets such as stocks and real-estate reacted to increased money  

supply.6 the latter were not included in the monetary policy reaction 

function. thus the fed kept interest rates low although the money  

supply exploded between 2003 and 2007. it was not until mid-2004,  

that the effects of expansionary monetary policy were felt in rising con-

sumer prices. then the fed slowly raised interest rates.7 

the excessive liquidity expansion in the us between 2001 and 2005 was 

the first necessary condition for the creation of speculative bubbles.8 
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2.2 the boom in the uS real-Estate market

2.2.1  Positive expectations Meet institutional incentives  

to create a Boom

the second necessary condition for the build-up of an overinvestment 

bubble is positive expectations.9 after the collapse of the internet bubble, 

there were no such positive expectations in the us stock market.10 

yet us housing prices had been rising since the mid-1990s at a more 

rapid rate than the general price index (the asset price development is 

not included in consumer price inflation). this development was regarded 

as “good for growth” even after the internet bubble burst.11 the expecta-

tions in this market continued to increase primarily due to fiscal policy 

support and the attractive general investment conditions enjoyed by 

institutions. for example, it is possible in the usa to apply tax write-offs 

to real-estate financing expenses. moreover, general access to attractive 

mortgages is subsidized by state-backed financing institutions. When the 

mortgages were structured and bundled into so-called mortgage Backed 

securities (mBs), which were sold as investment banking products to 

third-parties – usually institutional customers – state-backed institutions 

also underwrote the default risk, resulting in more than half of mBs 

issued in the usa being guaranteed by the state.12

furthermore, general institutional conditions, such as the controversial 

community reinvestment act and lax monitoring of securities issuance 

practices contributed to expectations of high returns on the us real-

estate market. thus both conditions for the creation of a bubble in the 

housing market were fulfilled. 

2.2.2 the Boom in the us housing Market 

considering these favoring conditions, the demand for real-estate and 

credit increased dramatically. the banks sought more money from the 

central bank. this demand for money was satisfied at low interest rates 

such that the financial institutions were able to reduce interest rates on 

credit and mortgage markets to the historically lowest financing level of 

six per cent by 2005 (graph 2), although the demand for credit was 

increasing. 
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since the demand for real-estate is not elastic due to the low circulation 

frequency, the prices increased more rapidly than before. in turn,  

increasing housing prices had an effect on the banks’ credit granting 

procedures. the high demand for real-estate also promoted the creation 

of credit by the commercial banks and increased the demand for money 

from the central bank. starting in 2000, the house prices doubled within 

five years. 

moreover, the newly-created securities fed the upward spiral of credit 

issuance and us housing prices (innovations in minsky’s sense). credit 

for residential buildings was pooled together into safe investments, given 

aaa ratings, and resold. this gave banks the opportunity to remove the 

default risk for their mortgage market operations from their balance 

sheets and transfer it to third parties. Buyers quickly lined up for aaa-

rated securities.13

Graph 2: Average interest rate on mortgages in the USA from 

1990 to 2006
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the transfer of payment claims deriving from mortgage and credit opera-

tions further expanded the financial leeway of mortgage financing entities 

and of the commercial banks involved. it created the basis for financing 

new credit operations. the banks anticipated this new situation by ex-
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panding lines of credits to borrowers with lower credit ratings who would 

previously not have been considered viable borrowers. the subprime 

segment created in this way was intentionally served and soon accounted 

for a majority of new credit granted.14

the credit granted in this connection was later termed “ninja loans”  

(no income, no Job or assets) and their value was entirely dependent on 

the increasing housing market prices. flexible-rate loans were especially 

favored. these were often structured such that the interest payments 

due at the beginning of the term were low (so-called “teaser rates”), and 

only after several years did they increase to the normal market rate. as 

long as housing prices increased and interest payments were moderate, 

the relationship between the amount of credit and the value of the real-

estate property improved across all mortgage loans.

Graph 3: Case-Shiller Home Price Index 1990-2008
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the course of the case-shiller home price index, which represents the 

development of the home prices in the most significant us metropolitan 

regions, clearly illustrates the boom described above (graph 3). at the 

same time, the percentage of home owners increased from 67 to 69 per 

cent between 2000 and 2006 (an all-time high).
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soon, the boom in the housing market began to affect the overall econo-

my because the asset situation of homeowners was improving - as long 

as interest rates remained low and housing prices continued to rise. this 

increased the creditworthiness and consumption capacity of the american 

people, which ultimately stimulated the economy in general – and con-

tributed to the misallocation within the real economy and increased the 

debt ratio of budgets.

3.  thE WorLDWIDE monEtAry ExPAnSIon AnD  

ItS EFFECtS

after 2001, monetary policy aimed at avoiding recessions and promoting 

growth, not only in the us economy but in all major economies. as a 

result, attractive refinancing opportunities were available on international 

capital markets, which promoted worldwide growth. Below, we examine 

developments in the monetary policy of east asia (china in particular) 

and europe after 2001. the implications of these policies for capital 

markets will then be elucidated. 

3.1 East Asia 

in the 1990s, many east asian central banks (that of china, in particular) 

stabilized their currencies against the us dollar. this exchange rate peg 

appears to be beneficial for two reasons: first, the us is east asia’s main 

trading partner. since east asian economies do not have international 

reserve currencies, transactions were processed in us dollars. second, a 

fixed exchange rate guarantees the value of reserves that have already 

been accumulated. for this reason, reference is often made to a world 

dollar standard.15 

By pegging their exchange rates against the dollar, these economies also 

imported us monetary policy. on the one hand, the expansionary us 

monetary and fiscal policies after 2001 heated up consumption in the us. 

additionally, it exposed the dollar to devaluation pressure. to maintain 

the stability of the exchange rate, the east asian central banks had  

to intervene by purchasing additional dollars and selling their own cur-

rencies on foreign exchange markets (graph 4). east asia thus can be 

argued to have pursued a strategy of undervaluation to stimulate exports 

and economic growth.16 
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since east asia primarily invested the accumulated reserves and savings 

from exports in us state-backed securities, additional liquidity was 

available to financial institutions, which reduced the long-term interest 

rate in the us. the process of creating money in the us thus received 

additional impetus from the monetary effects of east asia’s export-

induced growth strategies. Bernanke17 regards this “savings glut” from 

east asia as the main reason behind global imbalances and bubbles. 

capital imports from east asia speed up the boom in mortgage markets 

because the amounts of money that were initially absorbed from east 

asia were once again made available on the market via the sale of us 

state-backed securities. the fertile ground for speculation grew (first 

factor identified by minsky and hayek).

During the boom, both profited from one another. the us profited due to 

the attractive situation for the financial sector and east asia was given 

opportunities to export industrial products. graph 5 illustrates the boom 

in the countries of east asia on the basis of stock price development in 

china.

Graph 4: Development of Foreign Currency Reserves
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Graph 5: International Stock Price Development
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the east asian export-led growth strategy has contributed to coordina-

tion with the accommodative monetary policy of the federal reserve 

system, which finally put the onus on the european central Bank.

3.2 Europe

until 1999 the german Bundesbank put the emphasis on the develop-

ment of money supply to keep the quality of the currency. When the 

european central Bank took on the role of making monetary policy, the 

money supply lost its importance. instead, monetary policy was subse-

quently aimed at achieving a consumer price inflation goal of less than 

(but close to) two per cent. european monetary policy became more 

closely allied with us monetary policy, especially after the change of the 

ecB’s concept in nary monetary policy of early spring 2003.18

one reason for the departure from controlling the money supply within  

a friedman paradigm was the empirical observation that the level of 

consumer prices continued to remain stable despite the rapid growth in 

money supply during the 1990s. for this reason, doubt was cast on the 

monetary connection between growth of the money supply and price 

development in academic discourse.19 De grauwe and polan20 take the 

assertion further by claiming that growth of the money supply exerts no 
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influence on price development, since the demand for money is not 

constant. When the demand for money is increasing and/or the velocity 

of money is falling, the money supply can increase more quickly than 

under friedman’s principles. since the money supply was no longer 

regarded as a good indicator of future price developments, the current 

development of the price index and of the gDp should be taken as an 

indicator of future price developments.21

in June 2001, the european central Bank lowered the main refinancing 

rate because deflation tendencies were observable in parts of europe. 

similar to the situation in the us, real interest rates continued to be 

negative over an extended period (graph 6). the money supply in the 

eurozone also increased between 2002 and 2006 by about 10 per cent 

annually. this prepared the ground for asset price bubbles. 

Graph 6: Parallel Real Interest Rate Development in the USA and  

Eurozone
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in europe, the low interest rate additionally promoted the flow of capital 

into the emerging markets of central and eastern europe, in particular 

the Baltic states and Bulgaria, which stabilized their exchange rate 

against the euro and offered high returns on investments. similar to  

the situation in east asia, foreign currency reserves increased dramati-

cally in these countries (graph 4). in central and eastern europe too, 
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stock and real-estate prices literally skyrocketed (graph 5). capital 

infows were reflected in large current account deficits and overinvest-

ment in real-estate markets.22 While east asia and eastern europe were 

the most dynamic regions, similar developments could be observed in  

a number of emerging market economies. this was true in particular 

of countries that export raw materials, which profited from the rapidly 

rising price of raw materials (russia, Brazil).

3.3 the Effects on Capital markets

it wasn’t only the countries of east asia and europe that pursued the 

goal of providing inexpensive liquidity, rather Japan, russia and most  

of the other g-20 states also followed. as a result of the worldwide 

monetary expansion, the real world interest rate remained near zero 

for a long time after 2001. the commercial banks responded to this 

development by expanding their investment, credit and financing  

operations.

in search for attractive investment, asian and european commercial  

and investment banks took notice of the securitized payment claims due 

from us homebuilders. aaa-ratings promised above-average returns. 

thus these products appeared to be both low-risk and lucrative. the 

international demand intensifed securitization even further, since the 

us banks found a way not only to bundle the risks, but also to resell and 

further distribute them, almost without limit. this increased the leverage 

and capacity of the banks to grant credit and banks were less dependent 

on central bank liquidity. the proportion of foreign capital invested in 

enterprises rose dramatically. in an environment of rising asset prices, 

companies were able to absorb more foreign capital since the asset side 

of their balance sheets became increasingly inflated due to the increase 

in asset prices.

4.  thE FInAnCIAL CrISIS AnD StAtE mEASurES tAKEn 

In rESPonSE

in this section, we describe the crisis events and worldwide transmission 

of the financial crisis. afterwards, we examine the responses of govern-

ments and central banks to the crisis and analyze their effectiveness.
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4.1 the Crisis in the uSA

in July 2004, the federal reserve began to increase interest rate with  

the european central Bank following in December 2005. in the united 

states, this initiated the reversal of expectations and profitability in the 

real-estate market: the increasing interest rate reduced demand for real 

property and mortgages. moreover, the rate increase led to defaulted 

payments, since many subprime borrowers could only pay the mortgages 

on their houses as long as interest rates were falling and home prices 

were rising.

Due to the payments defaulted on by subprime debtors, beginning in 

summer 2007 mortgage refinancers, investment banks and insurance 

companies like indymacBank, Bear stearns, aig and merryl lynch lost 

billions, were sold or had to apply for creditor protection. While the 

state-backed real-estate financing institutions freddy mac and fannie 

mae were saved from bankruptcy in July 200823 by government interven-

tion, the failure to save lehmann Brothers in october 2008 contributed 

considerably to the uncertainty affecting the financial markets. trust in 

the markets eroded and all mortgage financers were pushed to the brink 

of insolvency.

the losses of investment banks resulted in a reduction of the willing- 

ness of private and institutional investors to assume risk. the latter  

then quickly withdrew considerable amounts from the capital markets  

or refrained from making new investments in high-risk products. the 

stock market collapsed (graph 6). this reduced the banks’ equity. in 

addition, mistrust among the banks was rife and they were generally  

no longer prepared to help one another secure credit. finally, the inter-

banking market dried up entirely so that it was only possible to obtain 

liquidity from the central bank.

the next sector to be hit was the us real economy; due to the payment 

problems experienced by homeowners, many houses were subject to 

foreclosure and compulsory auction, and these households no longer  

had access to income of any kind. as a result, real-estate prices fell 

dramatically starting in mid-2007. With the fall of real property value, 

americans lost their securities backing consumer credit. private con-

sumption fell. in a second wave, the reduced credit availability from  

the banking sector, which had been hit hard by the crisis, reduced both 
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investment and consumption. thus unemployment started to rise. in 

2009 us gDp declined substantially.

4.2 International transmission of the Crisis

the world economy slowed down as as the economies of east asia, 

europe and the emerging markets were also affected by the crisis.  

Due to their role as major providers of credit to the us, east asia and 

germany were affected by the crisis from the very beginning. european 

financial institutions like northern rock, the ikB and german regional 

state Banks, as well as east asian financial institutions lost because  

they had bought toxid securitized paper. in addition, falling us imports 

caused growth projections to worsen for export-based economies. the 

gDp in both germany and Japan contracted considerably by the end of 

2009. unemployment started to rise.

the emerging market economies were affected primarily by a lower  

influx of capital. this exposed their currencies to devaluation pressure 

and, in countries that had pegged their exchange rate to the euro or 

dollar in particular, to a monetary contraction that slowed growth. most 

of the world’s economies thus contracted more dramatically than ever 

before. the gDp of the Baltic countries fell by approximately 10 to 15  

per cent over the course of the year. graph 6 illustrates how asset values 

in estonia and china (among others) collapsed in 2007.

4.3 State measures in response to the Crisis

immediately after the outbreak of the financial crisis, central banks 

hastily reduced fund rates. the latitude for monetary policy operations 

open to the central banks was strongly limited, however, because the 

interest rate was already relatively low at the outbreak of the crisis in 

comparison to earlier boom periods. since the minimum level of interest 

rate reduction was reached as early as the end of 2008, the central 

banks granted the commercial banks any amount of money they re-

quested. since then, this policy of “monetary easing” has meant that 

unlimited liquidity is available in the us, the eurozone and the uk.

in addition to this monetary policy response to the financial crisis, the 

governments of the g20 have “initiated what are probably the largest 

state interventions since the 1930s,”24 including the provision of state 
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guarantees for bad assets and fiscal policy stimulation programs of 

unprecedented scope. While state guarantees and the nationalization  

of commercial banks were intended to prevent looming bank collapses, 

the economic programs sought stabilize the economic system. from the 

outset of this policy, the governments hoped to reduce the risk of defla-

tion and to moderate the effects on the real economy. as a result of  

this response to the crisis characterized by debt financing, state debt  

will reach all-time highs over the course of the next few years, especially 

in developed economies.25 this further reduces the latitude for political 

action for the future.26

these policies were actually able to preserve the markets from a feared 

widespread collapse of banks in fall 2008. even if it has not been possible 

to date to restore faith in the financial market players and with it, the 

interbank market, it is possible that the intervention of policymaking 

could affect the expectations of market participants and thereby shorten 

the length of the crisis. in this sense, the rapid and massive state inter-

vention would have been the right course of action.

Doubt has already been cast on the long-term effectiveness of this policy 

response, however: even if the effect of the crisis on the real economy 

can be moderated over the short-term by such expansive fiscal and 

monetary policies, this type of policymaking will serve to virtually guar-

antee the reoccurrence of a similar crisis.27 how could governments  

and central banks credibly singnalizse, that they abstain from bail-outs 

and stimuli packages during the next crisis? ultimately, governments  

are continuing the policies that originally contributed to the crisis28: Bad 

investments and overinvestments are maintained and newly stimulated 

by guarantees and economic programs. restructuring of the economy is 

impeded and conduct informed by moral hazard is promoted.29 finally, 

the ecB’s cheap long-run jumbo loans and its reduced security standards 

might jeopardize the efficacy of this response in the future.30

5.  thE PoLItICAL AnD ConSItutIonAL ImPLICAtIonS 

oF thE FInAnCIAL CrISIS

the doubt we cast on the long-term efficacy of the state responses to 

the crisis can also be interpreted as a qualitiative problem, that these 

policies are aimed at the symptoms of the financial crisis rather than at 

the political and institutional reasons that primarily caused it. therefore, 
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we would now like to advocate a variation of the predominant concept of 

monetary policy and a variation of the monetary regime to contribute to 

the solution of this problem. We will proceed in two steps:

first, the question will be asked how the existing monopolized monetary 

regimes can be improved by modifying the procedures in the conduct of 

monetary policy – that is, by varying the “monetary policy strategy” of 

the central bank – such that the recurrence of excess liquidity scenarios 

can be best avoided. in this connection, we will summarize three sugges-

tions to reform monetary policy.

second, we discuss the possibilities for changing the existing monetary 

regime from a perspective of constitutional political economy. in contrast 

to the first step, we examine the effect of varying the existing monetary 

constitution and inquire into the institutional arrangements and polity 

changes that are advisable to ensure an effective monetary regime over 

the long-term. With its constitutional approach, constitutional economics 

attempts to correct neoclassical economics in which the institutional 

perspective has been widely neglected.31

5.1 the necessity of modifying monetary Policy Concepts

as has been illustrated in sections 2.1 and 3.2, a paradigm shift has 

occurred in monetary policy discourse over the last twenty years. the 

worldwide conversion of central banks to accommodative monetary 

policy, which is related to the above paradigm change, and its contribu-

tion to causing the financial crisis, raises the question of how the mon-

etary policy strategy of central banks should be reformed to avoid future 

crises and to ensure a stable currency within a monopolistic monetary 

structure.

in this connection, Borio and White32 recommend that central banks 

should monitor asset prices and credit developments in the future to  

limit the banking sector’s capacity to create liquidity. money supply 

developments should therefore receive more attention than during  

recent years. the integration of credit and asset aggregates into central 

banks’ response function would clearly not be a return to the monetarist 

money supply rule, which was displaced from its leading role in the 

scholarly discourse due to new insights gained from research into the 

transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. at the same time both 
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scholars reject the dominant neo-keynesian conclusion that we intro-

duced in section 2.1.

the president of the Bundesbank, Weber33, also advocates this opinion 

and additionally calls for an end to the expansive monetary and fiscal 

policies within the foreseeable future, i.e. after the market has stabilized. 

according to his position, a reformed monetary policy should assure 

that interest rates should meander along the business cylcle to avoid low 

interest rate levels over the long-term. this would allow the central bank 

to better ensure that the effects of monetary policy are predictable, at 

least over the mid-term.

neumann34 carries these ideas even further. in contrast to the green-

span-Bernanke-mishkin view, he argues that central banks should mod-

estly lean against asset price bubbles by contracting monetary supply 

once they are monitored.

all three approaches aim – at least implicitly – at a revision of the Jack-

son hole consensus, since the proposed monetary policy is intended to 

prevent the formation of speculation bubbles.

Because of their aim, these new approaches can be recommended to 

regulatory bodies for implementation, since effectively incorporating 

these new monetary policy strategies at the institutional level is equiva-

lent to a return to a stability-oriented and predictable monetary policy 

that adequately addresses the money supply issue especially on the 

formation on overvaluation bubbles.

Beyond these recommendations to reform monetary policy, the state 

should also be advised to reform the economic constitution due to the 

interdependency of the monetary and the economic order.35 in this con-

nection, Wohlgemuth, straubhaar and zweynert36 have noted that atten-

tion should also be devoted to the principle of liability as the guiding 

ideal for the reform of the monetary and economic system.37

other interdependent areas of the economic order should also be subject 

to corrective measures; however we cannot explore this further here. 

these primarily include institutional incentives to stimulate consumption 

and investment, regulations that limit moral hazard, as well as instru-

ments to discipline public spending.38
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5.2 reforming the monetary Constitution

the question which alternative rules can be recommended to improve the 

monetary constitution represents a problem of choice among constitu-

tional constraints. But how does constitutional economics evaluates the 

quality of alternative constitutional rules?

the variation of the monetary constitution can be regarded as advanta-

geous for society from a constitutional political perspective, if it can 

receive voluntary and informed consent from all affected individuals. 

consent therefore constitutes a sine qua non condition for a legitimately 

recommendation of the monetary constition.

the second, downstream criterion for evaluating the extent to which  

an alternative constitutional rule or particular regulatory changes can 

be legitimately recommended concerns the functional characteristics it 

unfolds on the subconstitutional level. of course, only action patterns  

(in the sense of hayek’s “pattern prediction”39) that underlie an alterna-

tive monetary system or alternative regulations in the existing system 

can be predicted here. from a constitutional political perspective, the 

question is thus raised as to which monetary system best meets the 

common constitutional interests that money users have in their currency 

in comparison to the existing or alternative monetary system proposals. 

a decision is then reached based on a functional test, in conjunction with 

the legitimacy criterion of voluntary consent regarding the extent to 

which a particular monetary structure can be legitimately recommended.

since an overall examination of such a discussion cannot be provided 

within the scope of this article, we have limited ourselves to a short 

summary of the results of such an evaluation.

monetary regime proposals can be divided into two categories, based on 

their institutional structure and the type of conduct that can be expected 

for each: on the one hand, systems that require discretionary control 

and on the other, systems that pursue rule based control. from the 

perspective of constitutional economics, rule-based monetary regimes 

are preferable to discretionary regimes, with regard to the extent that 

they can be legitimately recommended.
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the necessary institutional arrangements range from a commodity re-

serve currency40, which was recently discussed by the chinese central 

bank,41 to the idea of an independent central bank structure,42 through to 

a currency competition model.43

Within the scope of research into competitive monetary systems, which 

has received renewed attention since the outbreak of the financial crisis, 

two lines of development can be identified that can each be traced back 

to the time when the gold standard collapsed: one is largely an austrian 

development that advocates returning to a free banking system with 

a 100 per cent minimum reserve backed by gold,44 while the other is a 

more heterogeneous/anglo-saxon development that calls for multiple 

forms of a free banking system – with at least the partial participation of 

the central bank – with various institutional arrangements.45 the proposal 

by leonhard miksch can also be classified in this line of development; 

miksch introduced what amounts to a precursor of a free banking system 

into the freiburg school’s monetary system discourse.46

Both camps are divided with respect to the legitimacy principle on one 

hand, and with regard to the specific institutional recommendations on 

the other.

a further investigation is required regarding the institutional structure of 

such a system, and regarding its integration into the entire economic 

system. there are good reasons to support the idea that a competitive 

currency system that includes active participation of the central bank and 

regulations to standardize the circulation of money would be a viable 

alternative to a monopolized monetary structure, based on the expected 

results.47 this is not the place to conduct a more specific consideration of 

this idea, however.

6. SummAry

one cause of the financial crisis among others can be seen in the mis-

management of monetary policy since 2000. the accommodative mon-

etary policy pursued worldwide distorted the refinancing incentives of  

the commercial banks, leading to the global financial markets becoming 

inundated by a flood of investment. the commercial banks responded  

to the historically advantageous refinancing conditions offered by the 

central banks by expanding their investment, credit and financing opera-
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tions, which in turn increased the level of debt considerably. the general 

institutional conditions promoted not only passing on structured credit 

and mortgage products to third parties, but also promoted granting credit 

to customers with low creditworthiness. the questionable evaluation of 

these risks and the high demand for investment products increased the 

accumulation of securitized credit risks. a globally-fuelled speculation 

bubble was created in the us housing market. after the bubble burst in 

summer 2007 and the effects associated with it spread to the markets 

and companies involved, all major economies that were already suffering 

from the ill effects of the global economic slowdown (via the trade chan-

nel) were befallen by the financial crisis we are familiar with.

once it burst, the bubble was followed by drastic interest rate cuts by  

the central banks and far-reaching interventions to stabilize the financial 

markets. to date, the response to these measures has been able to avert 

a feared contagion of bank collapses. the long-term efficacy of this 

response, however, must be doubted since a long-term solution would 

require a restructuring of the rules and institutions that govern the 

monetary and economic systems.

a conceivable way would be to integrate asset price developments into 

the central banks’ criteria for setting interest rates, as discussed in 

section 5.1. although the path back to controlling money supply is not 

advisable, it is worthwhile to reconsider milton friedman’s criticism of  

his own profession, which he proposed to his colleagues on the occasion 

of the 80th annual meeting of the american economic association:  

“the first and most important lesson that history teaches about what 

monetary policy can do – and it is a lesson of the most profound impor-

tance – is that monetary policy can prevent money itself from being a 

major source of economic disturbance.”48 for this reason, further investi-

gations that discuss alternative monetary regimes from a constitutional 

political perspective should follow. instrumental arrangements that have 

been discussed within the ordoliberal discourse on the monetary system 

– in an updated and well-thought-out form – may offer a pardigmatic 

alternative within discourse around the further development of the euro-

pean monetary union.
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